ORAL HISTORY RELEASE

Ethnic Studies Project
Rhode Island College
Providence, R. I.

I hereby grant to the Ethnic Studies Project of Rhode Island College the right to tape my experiences and to use that information in its original or reproduced form in the development of ethnic studies curriculum and community projects. I understand the tapes will be deposited in the Ethnic Materials Collection in Adams Library. In consideration of the Project's commitment I assign to the Project all of my rights to the interview including any transcriptions of the interview.

I have read the above statement and understand its meaning.

Interviewee's Signature ana Massarelli Date Feb 5-1979
Address

Interviewer's Signature Norma K. Colaccio Date 2/22/79

This interview, which I have made with the above interviewee, is part of my work in the GS Seminar-361- on the Italian experience in the United States.

In consideration of the Ethnic Studies Project's commitment to collect information about the different ethnic groups in Rhode Island and to make that information available for research, I assign all of my rights to the interview and any transcriptions of the interview to the Ethnic Studies Project.

Interviewer's Signature Norma K. Colaccio Date 2/22/79